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O

ne of the standout film production companies of the 1980s, Goldcrest
enjoyed much early success with the likes of the Oscar winning
Chariots of Fire and Gandhi. Acquired by John Quested in 1992, it
diversified into finance, distribution and post production. But today it’s
not so much ‘the British are coming’ as the Americans are already here, with
demand from Hollywood for UK post production talent causing Soho facilities to
be increasingly oversubscribed. Helping meet that demand, the Quested family
have created a one-stop film post production facility of the highest calibre. Not
just building from the ground up, they’ve actually been excavating in order to
create central London’s largest, fully isolated, and currently only Dolby Atmos
Premier mixing theatre.
Simon Ray is pretty clear about what is behind the recent upsurge in feature
film post production in the UK. ‘Besides simple financial tax incentives, it’s the
world-class talent available here. Mixers, sound editors, ADR recordists and the
like, all these people who do the best jobs they can possibly do. It’s not just
the visual effects companies winning Oscars, we’ve had sound teams winning
Oscars here recently too. Soho particularly, with it’s long theatrical film history,
has that added draw of having everything: visual effects, editing, sound, grading
and so on, all so close to each other, all within walking distance.”
Across its two Soho sites, which are but three minutes apart, Goldcrest offers
three Dolby licensed dubbing theatres, ADR, cutting rooms, data extraction,
film recording and scanning, online editing, 4K and 2K grading in 2D and
3D for theatrical releases plus Ultra HD Standard and High Dynamic Range
grading passes for home cinema and broadcast transmission. The newest of
these various facilities, Mix Theatre 1, is entombed way beneath their rather
unassuming building on the corner of Dean and Bourchier Streets. With a 7
metre wide screen, a 15 metre throw and a 6 metre ceiling height throughout,
it is an impressive space. Well above head height, about half way up the
muted blue and gray walls, Simon points out a discrete strip of LED lights
that coincidentally mark the approximate floor level of the previous theatre’s
basement. This gives some indication of the scope of what has been, strictly
speaking, a redesign rather than a new installation.
‘We had an existing theatre that had a smaller footprint. It had a maximum
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Goldcrest Films
In May 2016 Goldcrest opened Theatre 1, central London’s
largest and only Dolby Atmos Premier mixing theatre.
DAVID KENNEDY has a look at the flagship Soho facility in the
company of Simon Ray, Head of Operations & Engineering.
ceiling height of about three metres and it had pillars, that held up the rest of
the building, running through it. There wasn’t really much acoustic treatment in
there so it didn’t sound great, either. It was big compared to a lot of audio rooms,
I suppose, but not big enough for a major theatrical mixing suite. The aims of
the redesign were increasing height, that was the main thing, and removing the
pillars, because that would then give us the maximum space we had to work in.
We made life very difficult for the structural engineer, the architects and the guys
digging the piles because, for example, we’d insist we couldn’t possibly have a
steel that came into the theatre by 400mm on either side because it would make
the room look narrower. So there was a lot of to and fro-ing, trying to work out
how best to do it, but ultimately the structural engineer came up with a brilliant
scheme. This involved temporary steels that held up the building whilst they
cut the old pillars out. Then we brought in some smaller steels which could be
pushed right up against the outside walls so we were absolutely maximising all
of the dimensions we had.’ The five story building was occupied throughout the
duration of the build whilst around 500 cubic metres of earth was excavated
and new structural steels embedded within 15 metre deep concrete piles. Having
gone to such extraordinary lengths to maximise the space, they then installed
two stages, one on top of the other, both to the highest technical standards.
Theatre 2 was completed first and opened late last year whilst work continued
below on Theatre 1. ‘When you’re in Soho there’s always going to be a
pneumatic drill turn up in the road or the building next door gets redeveloped:
you’re going to run into these sorts of problems. So we tried to make sure that
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we were going to be affected by these things as little as possible by taking
precautions when we built the theatres.’ Simon is very happy with what they
achieved. ‘Theatre 2 is floated on mechanical springs, rather than neoprene
mounts, just to bring the tuning down even further on the floated floor. Whilst
Theatre 1 construction was still going on there were occasional times when they
had someone going at it with a huge hammer drill or something like that, but I
don’t think there was actually any time lost upstairs because of building work.’
Capable of mixing in 5.1, 7.1, 9.1 and even Dolby Home Atmos in 7.1.4,
Theatre 2 has a 5.5m wide screen with a DCI compliant projector and benefits from
it’s own exclusive cutting room. Monitoring is via JBL screen channel speakers,
and Lfe with Meyer surrounds accessed via a DAD AX32 audio interface and
custom monitor controller, to allow switching between mixing formats.
The Theatre 2 console is Europe’s biggest dual operator 48 fader Avid M40
S6. The modular nature of the S6 allows Simon and his team to reconfigure the
room depending on the nature of each job and major configuration changes
that might have been impractical previously can now be made in a few hours.
Assisting in this flexibility are various DAD +converters. ‘We’ve got them on
pretty much every Pro Tools system now. We have a couple of MADI I/Os but
that’s all they will ever be whereas the DADs have got card slots in them so, if
we find we need something different, we can just grab a MADI card or an AES
card or an HD-SDI card or whatever. They’ve got great expandability and I can’t
really fault them for any reason. Added to which, I like the fact that they come
with DANTE. Not that we’re using it at the moment but there’s possibilities for
setting up the cutting rooms and that sort of thing. You can just see that’s a future
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proof solution.’ Theatre 2 has already completed a number of projects
including the feature films Me Before You and American Honey,
Special Correspondents for Netflix and Churchill’s Secret for ITV.
‘When we went to build Theatre 1, as for Theatre 2, we really
wanted to do the best of everything so it’s got suspended ceilings, a floated floor:
a full isolation shell to keep it as quiet as possible. A once-in-a-lifetime studio
build!’ Chris Walls from Level Acoustic Design was the acoustic consultant
for both new theatres and has previous form working for Goldcrest. ‘He did a
number of the sound rooms we’ve got at our Lexington Street site, both ADR
and Mixing so we already had that relationship with Chris. He played a really
large part in making it all work: isolation, acoustic treatment, all those things, in
Dean Street for us. As a single room, Theatre 1 is comfortably the biggest thing
he will have ever done but we’re delighted with the results and clients seem
happy as well.’
‘The construction work finally finished just after New Year and then we had
three or so months to get the actual theatre itself built and the kit installed and
tested. It was quite a ludicrous turnaround.’ Equipped, designed and installed
with a view to both theatres being capable of being used in conjunction with
each other, there are several similarities between Theatre 1 and 2 kit. Theatre
1 is Dolby Atmos Premiere licensed and has a 7m wide screen with a projector
capable of DCP playback. It benefits from not one but two exclusive cutting rooms
and has it’s own green room too. Monitoring is again JBL screen channel speakers
with Meyer surrounds. The primary console is the first dual operator 72 fader
AMS Neve DFC3D Gemini Digital mixing console to be installed anywhere in
the world. Both theatres are on the same shared storage system so, for example,
a mix that has just been finished in Theatre 1 could be listened to in Theatre 2
without copying data across. All the Pro Tools are on the same DKVM systems
as well, so rigs can be easily moved between rooms depending on requirements.
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Simon is particularly taken with the DFC3D, ‘It’s been great, I love it, can’t
say enough good things about it. It’s been completely redesigned under the
hood. The fader buckets now all run over IP so all we need is an off the shelf
IT switch and cat 5 cabling to connect the surface to the DSP and Computer
back end. This IP upgrade means the DFC3D becomes modular so we can

See us at
IBC booth 10.A31

mix and match buckets of DFC with Avid S6. You
just unplug the Ethernet cable, take the bucket out,
reload the console and Encore, the DFC computer,
senses that a bit’s gone and it then adjusts the
remaining surface accordingly. You don’t suddenly
have big holes when you bank along or anything
like that, it just knows what’s happened and all the
automation will still play back. You’d never have
been able to do that in the past, not least as the
whole desk was ribbon cabled together. Custombuilt console furniture allows the S6 to be integrated
into the DFC3D frame so the re-recording mixer can
now decide which bits are by each of their hands
and then where, in the listening area, they want to be, to give them the best
chance of making a good sounding mix.’ Another new feature of the DFC3D
is, as the name might suggest, a 3D element. In particular, 3D-metering with
a spatial panner optimised for Dolby Atmos. ‘It all looks great, gives you more
information and better feedback on what you’re doing.’
At the time of writing, Theatre 1 had only been
open a couple of months and seen but one job go
through during that time: Jason Bourne. I asked
Simon how he felt it had gone? ‘Very happy from
our point of view, I’m used to working in a dry hire
environment and definitely tick number one is no
complaints. Jason Bourne was a demanding job both
of the Goldcrest staff and the technical install but
the clients left very happy with the theatre and the
translation of their mix to the wider world. So it went
as well you could ever hope I think.’
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And how has Theatre 1 been received by their
other clients and film professionals out there? ‘It’s
been great because we had interest even before the
room had been used. We had plenty of people from
the studios coming round and wanting to see it.
Lots of people were brought round just to look at a
building site, to see the theatre as it was being built.
Now, with plenty of jobs similar to Jason Bourne
wanting to use it, it looks like it’s exciting times
ahead.’ As Goldcrest are taking bookings beyond
2020 it looks like they may well establish themselves
even more firmly as a centre of excellence within the
global filmmaking community. n
September 2016
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he Proms (Promenade Concerts) presented by the BBC, is an eight-week
summer season of mainly classical music concerts, often billed as the
world’s biggest music festival. This year’s 122nd season of the BBC
Proms features more than 90 concerts over eight weeks, 70 of them at
the Royal Albert Hall, a series of chamber concerts at Cadogan Hall, and Proms
in the Park events across the United Kingdom on the famous Last Night.
As the “home of the BBC Proms”, Radio 3 broadcasts each Prom live from
the Royal Albert Hall and other venues. Every Prom is available on-demand via
the Proms website, and for download via the BBC iPlayer Radio app. BBC Radio
2 and BBC Radio 6 Music will also broadcast Proms in 2016, and the festival
reaches international radio audiences through BBC World Service and EBU
broadcasts of selected Proms. 47 international stations re-transmit the concerts.
TV coverage is a more curated programme, with 27 televised concerts locked
down with scripted shots marked on the score well in advance. The TV sound
is mixed from a separate truck, and uses different configuration arrays for the
ambient “overall picture” microphones. Mixes are styled as more intimate for TV,
and clearly there’s a requirement for the TV mix to reflect camera-subject choices
in an effective manner. The Radio 3 mixers, on the other hand, are aiming for
a quite different rich, large scale mix that reflects the magnificent feel within the
Albert Hall.
I asked BBC Philharmonic resident sound engineer Stephen Rinker how
mixing a Prom compared to producing a normal concert: ‘The Albert Hall is a big
place, and not the easiest venue to record music in,’ he told me. ‘The challenge
is the scale of the place, and a significant issue which I find with Proms is that
there’s an awful lot happening: we often have very little time to set up, and
limited time between shows. The other night we went straight from a recording
of Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis to doing a Gospel music concert! I think the
main aspect which might surprise someone from the broader recording world
about how the BBC works here, is how little time we have to achieve a finished
balance. With a top American orchestra, we’d be lucky to get 20 minutes of
sound check.’ There’s also the pressure of expectation for such a marquee event:
‘It’s a showcase, everyone gets the feeling they’re being spotlighted, and it is a
fact that a lot of audio aficionados are listening on headphones and all sorts of
sophisticated hi-fi systems.’
To deliver the overall sound picture, there are a couple of Radio 3 “trees”,
flown from padlocked and secondary-cable-secured catenaries high above the
audience. There’s a T bar fitted with 3 DPA 4006 Omnis, and a larger tree a little
further away, again with 3 DPA 4006, but with additional Schoeps MK2H omnis
mounted left and right, and a pair of rear facing cardioids to capture atmosphere
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Broadcasting
the BBC Proms
Dark fibre in an opulent Victorian hall. NIGEL JOPSON finds
Radio 3 getting ready to broadcast immersive audio
and audience. ‘The funny thing is,’ Rinker explained, ‘for most orchestras you
find mixers will end up using the same rig: the bar which looks like two Vs. One
of the things that struck me, when I first worked here, was how high the bar is
and how far back it is — although it’s actually in just about the perfect place.
The classic Decca Tree, which I might use in the studio, is literally placed over the
conductors head: the microphones which most people see near the conductor’s
head in the Albert Hall are, in fact, for Television.’ I asked how Stephen coped
with what must be significant delays between trees, spot mics on orchestra
sections, additional DPA 4021 cardioids suspended on catenary slings, plus the
dangled and spot mics on the choir behind the orchestra. ‘One of the greatest
features which have come with working on digital mixers,’ he explained, ‘is to
enable us to make everything time-aligned. I will put an individual delay on
each spot microphone channel.’
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The Radio 3 truck is equipped with a Stage Tec Aurus console, and BBC Radio
OB Senior Sound Supervisor Simon Tindall revealed: ‘We have a printed plan
of the stage with baseline delay numbers for each spot microphone, done with
a laser measure.’ The delays can be punched in on a per-channel basis on the
console and then trimmed. Tindall also explained that Radio 3 use the compact
and robust Reaper DAW for virtual soundchecks when rehearsal time was
limited. ‘We run the multitracks primarily to spin back and have another go at
the balance — if there’s time! With opera, they will always rehearse the previous
day, as they obviously don’t want to risk singing an opera twice; using Reaper
gives us the opportunity to check the setup just before the performance. If we
know we will have some spare time on the concert day, we record the locked-off
opera rehearsal camera picture as well, and run the two in sync, we can juggle
a bit and decide whether a particular operatic solo might sound a bit better
on Mic 3 rather than Mic 4. We re-mark the score, and then as long as they
move to roughly the same places, you have a better idea of which mic to fade
up.’ Apparently Reaper is such an efficient DAW (the entire application is only
11MB in size) that the very high-spec PCs in the Sound 3 truck required some
system tweaks, as they initially tended to not recognise that Reaper was active
at all, and switch themselves into Sleep mode! The use of Reaper is an example
of Radio 3 first-principles pragmatism — it gets the job done in a no-nonsense
manner — and is happy to remain in record mode for hours at a time.

To me, the most impressive aspect of the Radio 3 team’s work is the
consistent high quality. I’ve listened to the concerts on my B&W monitors: these
guys are not mixing a one-off, the shows are repeated — and are available as
downloads — the in-the-moment live mix has to meet the scrutiny of urtext
obsessives and pass muster on the highest quality equipment. A staggering 30%
of the radio audience is listening on headphones. Mixer Stephen Rinker reckons
some of his success is down to excellent monitoring: ‘The Geithain RL901K
monitors are fantastic — I love them. The most interesting thing about them is
that they have such an even cardioid base. I first came across Geithain when
I was traveling around Germany, recording the BBC Philharmonic in various
venues. All the German Tonmeisters seemed to love them — so we had a demo
in our studio — almost everyone in the orchestra had a listen and loved them.
The imaging is fantastic.’ The results are great, and the Radio 3 team are still
pushing audio boundaries.

HORUS
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Huw Robinson, Operations Manager,
Classical, Radio and Music Operations:
‘At the moment there is a 4-channel
surround mix done live in the truck, you
can hear this live surround mix of any
Prom over the internet as the concert
takes place.’ Robinson explains that a
modern web browser supporting HTML5
and multi-channel audio (Chrome, Opera,
Safari) is required, along with at least a
2MB/s broadband connection, plus a
multi-channel or HDMI-out soundcard. This year, Radio 3 are experimenting
with immersive audio. Bearing in mind the headphone demographic, a binaural/
object-oriented approach has been taken, Huw told me: ‘Tom Parnell is recording
and mixing some pieces or movements, which will then be made available on
the www.bbc.co.uk/taster pages. With this project we are trialing how we can
get 2 channel binaural audio to audiences, and how we can mix in a space like
the Albert Hall with different ensembles, different setups and music.’

Parnell reveals the pioneering trial required the
addition of a new microphone tree, which would
be compatible with Dimensional sound (Resolution
v15.5, page 47). ‘This year we’re using a new array
by Schoeps, called the ORTF 3D — basically it’s
arranged as a square, each corner has an MK41,
pointing out at 45° — and then a coincident, sidefiring MK41V, which points up. For immersive sound,
in terms of the height layer and lower layer, they are co-incident, so if we do
any folding down of height into horizontal channel, there’ll be minimum combfiltering style effects. The advantage is that they are slightly spaced, and are
highly directional, so we have very independent signals. With 8 channels, we
can treat each channel with some HRTF filters, so we can re-create the signal
for binaural listening.’ Because the audio is captured independently with mono
mic capsules, it will be available later for use dynamically with live rendering.
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‘If we had used a dummy head,’ Tom explains, ‘the audio would be fixed
into location, so the live rendering option would not be open to us. We can
also blend in mono spot mics, as might be done with a stereo setup (although
positioning is key). We’ve been mixing using Nuendo with the ISONO Spatial
Audio Workstation. We have also been testing the Fairlight with our objectbased production system. At the moment it’s slightly complicated: we’ve been
doing 3D panning with Fairlight, audio is output as MADI feeds, then we’ve
written a script which will output all the metadata into our proprietary renderer,
which delivers the binaural signal. It makes sense to produce content specifically
for the headphone listener, because they make up such a large proportion of our
audience.’ Huw Robinson emphasises the point that the aim of the new project
is for Radio 3 to deliver an enhanced immersive experience to as many listeners
as possible: ‘If we could do a binaural broadcast, that would be fantastic. It’s
great to do the four channel strand online, but in terms of access, it’s not quite
as easy for a lot of people, who lack the equipment.’
Each year, the Albert Hall is transformed into a broadcast hub, with rooms
specially constructed and cables installed. The most obvious sign of the technical
presence is the small fleet of broadcast trucks parked outside: BBC Sound 3, a

Horizon Visions trailer and the Sound Alliance truck for TV sound. The cabling
from the trucks disappears into manholes surrounding the Victorian hall, and
reappears in a small bunker-like room known as Door 11 (by virtue of it’s location
beneath that door). ‘This is where signals are sent to Broadcasting House, or the
outside world,’ Huw Robinson explains. ‘It’s a comms and monitoring sort of
setup. There are 4 Comrex codecs: the APT Oslo E1 multiplexing codec mostly
transmits what is heard on Radio 3. Then there are various IP codecs, and an
ISDN as a reserve. This year we’ve installed a dedicated fibre link, which we use
for our surround feeds, our business network, video feeds for the BBC interactive
guys and so on. It’s plugged into the BBC network so we get a much improved
user experience for passing audio files around: all the Prom recordings are put
into a dedicated folder and edited the following day for repeats. There are 3 or
4 virtual machines running on the computer in here, they manage lots of file
transfers: Simon will copy some audio into a folder — it then goes off to the EBU
or to Broadcasting House — we create an archive over the course of the season.’
A microphone store is specially constructed each year for the BBC, filled
with a generous collection of microphones to deploy for
extra choirs, strange instruments and eclectic projects.
As a sweeping generalisation,
classical mix engineers seem to
prefer Schoeps for a clear sound
and DPA for deployment as a
spot mic that will blend well
(owing to the flat response and
uniform polar pattern). I noticed
DPA 4006 spaced cardioids set
up as piano mics, DPA 4021s on woodwind and
strings, and a couple of Neumann U87s as spots
for basses. Choir mics are often Schoeps MK4. ‘The
challenge is that you never quite know what the
stage layout is going to be, we have to be very
adaptable,’ Huw Robinson explained. ‘If a mixer
finds there’s too much spill on the choir mics from
Of course the SSM bodypack transmitter is small – in fact, it is smaller than
the percussion below, we can put up something on a
any other full-featured transmitter on the market. But you might not know
stand. Once the chorus extends into the upper choirs
how light it is. At 2.3 oz. (65.2 g.) with battery, it is half the weight of the most
we usually end up putting extra mics in anyway.’
popular alternative, making it easier to conceal and less bothersome to the
As well as mixing from the OB truck, the classical
talent. Even still, the housing is all metal so it is just as rugged as any other
team work on the live broadcast programme mix
Lectrosonics transmitter. Other cool features include remote setting capable
from a cramped Victorian loggia box Stage Right.
with a smartphone app, superb audio quality with Digital Hybrid Wireless®
A Yamaha DM1000 mixer is used to generate the
and a 75 Mhz (3-block) tuning range. Check it out in person sometime soon –
Radio 3 broadcast output, combining the presenters’
it’s even smaller and lighter than it looks in the picture.
mics with the stereo orchestral mix from the OB
truck, and any pre-recorded programme segments
during the intervals (which are edited on a Sadie
DAW backstage). The little digital console had a UPS,
I noticed, and Huw explained there are actually some
independent orchestra mics plugged directly into the
DM1000 to provide emergency continuity in the
event of some form of power failure in the OB truck.
Proms Extra events, recorded across the road at a
hall in Imperial College, are put on the BBC network
and can be accessed and cued up from a small laptop
next to the Yamaha desk, the output from which is
fed to a studio in Broadcasting House, and thence to
radio playout.
My visit to the Albert Hall left me thoroughly
impressed with the professionalism of the Radio 3
crew: these are sound guys who not only know their
technology inside out, but have in-depth knowledge
of the music they produce, and can mark up a score
rapidly to adjust cues for conductor’s changes. As a
license fee payer, I felt I was getting good value: if a
battered old Glensound PPM still does the job properly
— there it is — right next to the very latest dark fibre
cable taking a digital broadcast to the outside world.
Radio 3 are right at the cutting edge with their new
HOA binaural mixes, implementing several of the
<< Scan here to learn more about the SSM
concepts we earmarked as key future technology in
our Immersive Audio Special in Resolution v15.5 …
www.lectrosonics.com or 1-800-821-1121
I’m going to buy some new headphones. n
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oley artist Marko Costanzo has lent his artistry to more than 500 films
and television episodes. The list includes the latest films from Martin
Scorsese’s “Silence” and Ron Howard’s “Inferno” to HBO’s “Boardwalk
Empire” and “Night of”. Working out of C5 Sound’s 3700 sq. foot foley
stage just north of NYC, Costanzo partners with foley mixer George Lara and
supervising foley editor Steve Visscher to create the ‘go to’ destination for
detailed foley sound. The award winning team works together seamlessly to
create the clothing rustles, footsteps, chain pulls, water splashes and creaking
doors that bring cinema to life. Both Costanzo and Lara got their start at Sound
One in New York’s legendary Brill Building. Costanzo took over for Elisha
Birnbaum and Lara was mentored by Michael Barry. Their exposure at Sound
One to a variety of sound editors helped them develop an acute sensibility for
what is needed in a scene. Visscher picked up work on a sound crew for a low
budget horror film after leaving college and over time established himself as one
of the premier foley editors in the business. All three have won Emmy Awards
for their work on “Boardwalk Empire” and Visscher has a MPSE Golden Reel
Award for Scorsese’s “The Aviator”.

Marko Constanzo
BILL LACEY discusses recording TV & Hollywood foley
with the award-winning team of artist Marko Constanzo,
mixer George Lara & editor Steve Visscher
What is your typical foley workflow?
Marko: We like to work with similar sounds and group them all together. So all
the interiors together, all the exteriors, all the footsteps on wood, etc. It doesn’t
have to be in just one scene, it can be throughout the whole film. If there is
water we leave that to the end since everything will get wet. The goal is to
be as efficient as possible, which puts a lot of stress on the supervisors who
provide the cues for us. We do all the organic actions, all the things that you
see happening on screen. All the body taps, the little innuendos, footsteps, body

Do you remember your first foley job?
Marko: Yes I do. The first thing I did was a chain pull for a light bulb in the
film “Sophie’s Choice” (with Meryl Streep and Kevin Kline). I was working as
an apprentice and I was toning out machines. Back then it was 35mm film and
a lot different than it is now. There was a task for someone to work with those
machines and make them ready for editors to cut and edit with and I would do
that. I would make duplicates of sound effects and they would cut them into
place. Someone said I should go look at the foley room and that’s where I found
Elisha Birnbaum. The foley room was in the basement of the Brill Building.
They needed the light chain and Birnbaum went to his storage room of props
and couldn’t find one. So I knew I had one at home and the next day I brought
it in and he told me to go upstairs and do it, and they let me do it. That was
my first foley.
46
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rustles, etc. We look at what our parameters are. If it’s a wood floor, a carpet
floor, a high heel or a work boot. I look at that and see that maybe he’s a little
drunk, so I just get into that character. I’m acting out the characters for the
footsteps — that’s what you need to do to accomplish the sound. I mimic — I’m
a mime. If someone’s doing a lot of crazy footsteps it can take a little time to
get their rhythm down. A lot of stuff goes on below the camera or off screen
and we have to imagine what they did. Did they sit down, did they walk away?
We have to assess what all that is and then finish the story in sound for the
off-camera action. Sometimes we go a little further. For the “Hulk” we built this
8-frame platform and destroyed dozens of doors, sheets of glass, televisions and
anything that was being destroyed by the Hulk. And after we did all that and
delivered to the editors Ang Lee indicated he wanted us to spend our time with
the sound of the Hulk moving through his environment. He wanted the scrapes
on his arms, the water trickling down his chest and things that wouldn’t be
part of a sound library. And when we’re doing that we’re not looking at picture.
When we’re finished and hand it off to the editors it’s basically a new library.
Steve: One of the problems with recording by grouping sounds together is
that it can be hard for them to derive the context of the scene. I have to help
them find that context and what the emotional
impact of the scenes needs to be. Sometimes I’ll go
to our stock library for the mundane stuff — and by
stock I mean sounds accumulated over the years
by Marko and George — to give them more time to
concentrate on the more challenging sounds.

Do you spot the film with the directors
beforehand?
Marko: No, the supervisors interface with the
directors and pass the information along to us.
Sometimes what we’ve done is not right and they’ll
tell you. In Scorsese’s “Hugo” I remember a scene
where we are pulling a wooden box out of a
closet. The box contains the secrets of the entire
movie where two kids are climbing on a chair and
struggling to get this thing out. We got word back
that it wasn’t big enough. So we thought “we need
something a lot bigger” and we got a bigger box and
raked it across the floor and got a big sound and they
laughed and said “no, that’s not what we meant. The
box doesn’t want to come out of the closet, it wants
to remain hidden. It wants to be hesitant, we need a
‘hesitant’ box.” At that point a lightbulb goes off in
my head and I now have the direction that I needed.

Steve: The challenging
thing about my job is trying
to figure out the balance
between wanting the scene
to sound natural and what
will help the scene most
dramatically. For a lot of
films we’re given only a
day to a day and a half per
reel — about 20 minutes
— which means we have
to move very quickly to get
it all done. In some cases
we’re given over two days but expectations rise with that. Marko and George
have to be very focused to meet these demands. George deconstructs sounds a
lot. For instance, for a field hospital scene circa 1918 someone walks in with a
wooden box with medical tools and a bundle of clothing. He’ll record a track of
the cloth bundle, a track of the tools rattling and then a track of the box. I have

.
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to juggle what is going to help the mixer down the line by not locking them
into things but at the same time making decisions that consider the entirety
of the sound. The scene is outdoors, there are people moving around, there’s
background walla and music and sometimes all we really need to hear is that
it’s a box. So I’ll pull things out so the mixer won’t have to spend time making
that decision later.

What is your approach to recording?
George: Marko and I both make choices regarding microphones. We’ve been
working together for so long that he knows where to put the mic. We use four
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mics and I can just open a fader depending on what he
is doing. He might tell me he’s using the pit mic and I’ll
listen to what he’s doing and add some EQ and I might tell
him to move one inch over and he’ll either move the mic
or move himself. It’s very different than when recording
music, where you are always looking to record a pristine
sound. At Sound One I used to use two Lexicon 300’s —
one for echo and one for pitching — and I would record
that into the tracks. When I moved to C5 they preferred
the sound raw, so I only use EQ’s and pitch shifting. If Marko is doing something
and I feel it needs more low end I might pitch the sound down afterwards and
preserve the original on an alternate track so the supervising editor can use either
one. I don’t like to use compressors when I record foley. It takes away the life of the
organic sound. I want to let it breathe. If it’s too hot and distorting I just tell Marko
to move the mic. That’s the way we are able to achieve a good sound. I think about
sound as a pebble hitting the water in a lake where you actually see the way the
sound expands. If the room isn’t big enough the sound is going to bounce back
right away. It doesn’t have time to open up. That’s why we like this room. The
sound is able to get wider and open up and we get the full spectrum of it.
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Which are your go-to mics?
We are using four shotgun mics: all Neumann KMR81’s. We also have Schoeps
and a PZM but don’t use them as often as the shotguns. Three are positioned
by the pits and the fourth is a room mic. The room mic is used when I need
distance, especially when it comes to footsteps. These are being mixed down live
rather than recorded to separate tracks. Sometimes I use four mics at the same
time, going from one mic to the other as I see the scene. If I don’t get it right the
first time I’ll make the adjustment and punch into the track, just as with music.
We upgraded our preamps recently to the Millennia HIV 3D. This makes it easy
to accommodate any additional mics that someone might bring in. The speakers
in the control room are the JBL LSR 28P.
Marko: The foley room at Sound One was small, maybe 12x16 feet. C5 built
a room that was a little bigger, about 18x22. The current room here is about
30x60 feet with 18 foot ceilings. We went as big as we could, because we find
that the more open air you have for a sound effect, the bigger the sound is as
it gets to the mic. George is controlling four or five mics, he’s got one on the
building fell down. We listened closely to what the editor and sound supervisor
opposite end. There’s a reflective wall behind me and#41934
the sound
bouncesMogami
off
had used before
proceeding.
It was
a lot1of fun creating cracks going through the
- Amended
Ad_Layout
1 26/08/2015
13:33
Page
that. He’s picking up the close up sound, the ambient sound. We went with the
walls, pipes breaking and a body coming out of a pile of debris. n
bigger room to give the sound more time to open
up and capture that halo of sound that exists. Skip
Lievsay (Resolution v15.5) designed this room. The
intent was to make it versatile so we could have one
side dry, another reflective and a place to do both
exteriors and interiors.
Where did all these props come from?
Marko: My dad was an interior designer and we
had a workshop with a lot of props to work with.
A lot of the props here now are from his workshop,
from high school, from throughout my life. I stopped
throwing things away once I started doing foley.
And we find stuff every day. George brings in things
too, like creaky chairs. A lot of the silverware and
cutlery came from yard sales. You make a deal with
someone and you get yourself a nice tin plate for a
couple of dollars. If I find something creaky or noisy
I try to grab it. You walk into a house and you hear
creaky floors that start splintering which are hard to
recreate. You have to figure out how to do it. That
creaky table over there, you touch it and it makes a
noise and it’s great for making sound effects.
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Is there a moment that really sticks out
over your career that presented an unusual
challenge?
Marko: Yes, “Life of Pi”. It was a big challenge.
A 30-foot lifeboat in the middle of the ocean. We
created the interior of the metal boat, we built a
little pond, we floated some wooden palettes. The
challenge was the action inside the boat, the water
sloshing up against the walls, splashing back, you
have a tiger in there and a boy and they’re hitting
each other and hitting the wall and hitting the bench.
The movement of the water was hard to get precisely
with so much going on.
George: “Casualties of War” by Brian De Palma.
We did all the individual and group gun sounds,
footsteps and equipment. Everyone had to sound
different. We didn’t have the actual weapons that
they used in the film. At that time we had moviola
arms, and we used five or six of them that all
sounded different. When you shake and rattle them
and mix it in with the belt and belt buckle it would
sound like a machine gun.
Steve: The animated film “Robots”. The brief was
that the entire world was metal, all the characters
were metal, everything they touched was metal. We
spent three days of ‘try this, rub that on that, OK that
would be good for that character’ and we’d take notes
and then spot the film. I’d take one of my child’s toys
to make the sound of the treadmill. Marko would
take a small metal cream holder and slide it along a
sheet of metal. We had so much fun. There was also
a scene in the first episode of HBO’s “Vinyl” where a
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Live TV
from the Cloud
NEP Cloud Production GIJS FRIESEN reports on
a world first from the Netherlands.

W

orking cloud-based has opened up many possibilities. Even the
simplest form of file sharing can make the way we work a lot
more flexible, rendering the need for a physical office less and
less important. In my daily job as a sound engineer I see simple
cloud technology enter the workflow in various ways. For example in radio
studios, where the paper script has sometimes been replaced with a document
in Google Docs. Both presenter and director (or other people involved, wherever
they are) can update this document on the fly and see what the other changes.
Another example: one of my clients is a motion graphics company creating
animation videos. I am the sound designer for most of their productions and
work from my own studio. They share the whole project folder with me (and
other people involved) using Dropbox. This way everybody always has access
to all materials and using Skype we keep in touch so they can listen in on what
I am doing if needed.
When it comes to sharing audio or recording sessions, the cloud also promises
a collaborative future. These days most studios
use a “local cloud” for this, a network drive for all
recording sessions. This way you can open and
edit sessions from all studios in the building and
everybody always works on the latest version of
a session. Avid Cloud Collaboration takes this one
step further and gives Pro Tools users the option
to work on the same session from anywhere in
the world and be able to quickly share projects or
tracks, with all the edits in place. Steinberg offers
a similar service with “VST Transit” and I’m sure
there are many more similar initiatives.
Although these examples are all still pretty
basic ways of implementing cloud technology, it
already has a big impact on the way we work. Figure 1
But NEP Netherlands has taken the next step in
working cloud-based when it comes to multi-camera live broadcast, with the
launch of their Cloud Production, an IP-based live video production platform.
NEP Netherlands (part of NEP Worldwide) provides the technology, people
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and know-how that enables clients to
produce live broadcast events around
the globe. Headquartered in the United
States, NEP has offices in 13 other
countries spread out over Europe,
Australia, Canada and the middle east.
NEP The Netherlands offers
services like playout, post production,
remote and studio production,
media asset management, multiscreen delivery and OTT display
installations. In late 2015 the
company added a service to this:
Cloud production. A comprehensive
video production platform where all
resources are available from a cloud
based IP infrastructure. On November
22nd 2015, “Carlo’s TV Café” was
broadcast live on RTL4, a leading
Dutch commercial TV channel, using
Cloud Production. This was the first
live multi-camera broadcast ever to
be televised using cloud technology.
Since then other large commercial and
public broadcasters have started to use
Cloud Production.
So how does it work? Lets start
with an overview. The traditional way
of producing a TV show requires a lot
of resources on location. For example one or more OBVs (Outside Broadcast
Vans) where all audio and video is processed and recorded or broadcast. These
are usually equipped for maximum production capacity, even if you only need
a small percentage of this capacity for a specific show. You also need cameras,
light, sound, and of course people controlling this equipment. Besides that a crew
is needed for the complex logistics involved, constructing and deconstructing a
studio on location, and last but not least, you need things like parking places
and catering for the crew. A lot of the available budget for producing a TV show
is usually spent on all these things.
With Cloud Production, the studio, cameras, microphones, etc. are connected
to the central Cloud Production Datacenter via IP. At this datacenter all
technology is housed. This means you don’t have to do everything on one
location anymore. Directing for example, or mixing the audio, can be done at a
facility somewhere else, as long as it is connected to the datacenter via IP. NEP
has created a Cloud Production Facility at the Media Park with directing, audio
and shading suites. But other NEP studios, for example in Amsterdam, are also
connected to the datacenter and can also be used. So in theory, as a sound
engineer you could be mixing the show from a studio in Amsterdam, while the
director works from a facility in Hilversum, and the show itself is taking place
at yet another location. Though this example is probably not the most practical
way of working most of the times, there are many advantages you could think
of. For example, recently I was asked to work as a mix engineer for a large
live event hosted by a radio station. I was responsible for mixing the artists for
radio, TV and the live stream. Space was limited at this venue and the OBV (a
NEP OBV by the way) was placed behind the main stage. Although it probably
has its advantages to place the OBV close to the stage, for me it was obviously
also a big disadvantage as the PA
was turned up quite loudly that day.
So inside the OBV it sounded like
somebody had cranked up a very large
subwoofer, making it much harder to
judge how much of the low-end was
actually coming from the speakers —
even with headphones on. If someone
would have offered me the opportunity
to mix from a nice, remote and quiet
studio somewhere else, I don’t think I
would have refused!
Cloud Production gives you more
freedom in the way you can work and
on the location (or multiple locations
if needed) you now only need the
essential crew and equipment (See figure 1 for an overview). Because resources
are centralised in a data center they can even be shared across productions.
There are more benefits: besides saving money on travel, set up and clearing
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time, logistics and catering, you now don’t need to commit a production team
exclusively to a single project anymore. You could use the spare capacity of this
production team for additional productions. And you only use the resources
that are strictly necessary for a specific show and only for the duration of the
recording. In a time where budgets are cut, and more needs to be done in less
time while maintaining the same quality, this obviously is a great step forward.
Not to mention this is a much more environmental friendly way of working.
From a technical point of view, the datacenter is the heart of Cloud
Production. This is where all technical facilities are housed. This is also what
makes Cloud Production different from Remote Production. Remote Production
is essentially extending parts of the equipment and team, like the control room,
to the location where it is needed. You still need a fully equipped OBV at the
location for example, where in contrast Cloud Production has all the technology
in a remote data center. This datacenter consists of IP base stations, fiber and
IP transmission systems, a network infrastructure, a SAM video matrix, Lawo
audio core, playout for items and live encoding. The datacenter is connected to
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the various cloud facilities/locations and to the MCR
(Master Control Room) of Dutch TV stations, like RTL
and NPO (Dutch public broadcasters). The signal is
sent to the MCR using SDI connections. At the location
(studio) where the TV show is taking place, all cameras are connected to IP
video stage boxes that communicate with the Data Center. All microphones
are connected to IP audio stage boxes, and the audio is also locally distributed
to a PA system if required for the production. For communications between all
posts a Riedel intercom system is used. Besides that, redundant connectivity is
available trough IP and/or Dark Fiber.
Lets have a look at some of the audio and video equipment used. For video, the
setup comprises numerous Lawo V__remote4 IP video production units. These are
designed to provide video transport and processing tools in a WAN-based setup,
like video-over-ip coding. For audio, Lawo mc² 56 mixing consoles are used, in
combination with Nova compact routers, DALLIS (Digital Audio Line Interface
System) I/O systems and Lawo A_mic8 analogue-to-IP audio interfaces. These
units have the capability to be remotely controlled via IP over long distances. One
A_mic8 unit is equipped with 8 discrete Class-A microphone inputs, 4 line outputs,
8 GPIO’s and 2 RAVENNA / AES67 Ethernet ports. The units are powered over
Ethernet, giving the option of daisy chaining them if needed.
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Connecting remote studios, locations and various cloud suites to the
datacenter is done using NEPs own Dark Fiber network. The term ‘Dark Fiber’
originally referred to an unused optical fiber. When no equipment is connected
to it, it is still ‘dark’. These days Dark Fiber also refers to fiber installations not
owned by traditional carriers. Optical fiber can carry high speed signals over
very long distances. Having your own Dark Fiber network means that the
bandwidth is near infinite and this makes the transfer of uncompressed HD
video (HD1080i/1080p and UHD) over IP possible, with a near 100% uptime
and 24/7 support. However, The Netherlands is a small country and not every
company owns its own Dark Fiber network. This can make it harder to recreate
a similar cloud setup as in other larger countries.
Cloud Production is currently used for many TV shows in The Netherlands.
With its introduction, NEP claims to provide the broadcast industry with a
future proof way of producing TV programs. Peter Bruggink (CTO of NEP
The Netherlands): ‘While many media companies and broadcasters are
working on remote production and video over IP, we have made a leap to a
Cloud platform on which resources are available on demand. The foundation
of Cloud Production has been proven and is based on years of experience,
including our forerunners LiveCenter, and our cloud video montage platform.
All of these rely on our own technical infrastructure. The entire infrastructure is
monitored and supported by a 24/7 expert service desk. This results in a very

stable base for our new Cloud Production technology. I am extremely proud
of this world first!’
Talking to various people in our industry about the cloud concept, reactions
were predominantly positive. The main concern that was raised was that A/V
equipment is developing quickly. As with most things in the wonderful world of
technology it is not only getting cheaper, but also smaller and lighter and easier
to set up. This means you will not need as much constructing/deconstructing
time, you won’t need a large OBV for some productions and you probably won’t
need as many people anymore on location. So looking only from that point of
view you may not need a cloud-based setup. But even though this may be
the case, being able to connect studios using high speed IP connections and
being able to place the ‘core equipment’ wherever you want obviously offers us
flexibility that can be used in many creative ways within the audio and video
industry. Especially if it can be employed in real-time without delay and all
around the world. Developing continues, the next step is using uncompressed
video over networks outside of NEP’s own dark fiber network.
Perhaps combining cloud-based operations with the possibilities that future
lighter and smaller equipment can offer will turn out to be the best option.
Connecting audio/video studios with each other in real time, no matter where
they are on the planet certainly opens up a world of new possibilities for both
the music recording and broadcasting industry. n
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Re-conform
Edit changes after picture lock used to be rare in broadcast, now we’ve
gone tapeless directors and producers increasingly re-cut closer and
closer to transmission. DAVID KENNEDY gives a rundown of tools and
tricks to re-conform audio to picture

I

mix a lot of blue-light cop docos and these have always been slightly
awkward in that they are usually subject to a few last minute legals that result
in changes. In the past, the offending shots were generally substituted for
others of equal length so a simple audio fix could be dropped in on the tape.
Now picture editors may hack away at the “online” timeline with impunity. And
so, as another new “final online” picture arrives for a programme I’ve already
mixed and the editor is challenged about what they’ve been up to, I am directed
to simply “look at the pictures,” where I will surely see what has been changed.
Manual re-conform — Under a tight deadline and armed only with an
incomplete vague verbal list of picture changes, so begins the tortuous, time
consuming and unspeakably dull process of doing a manual re-conform. Having
lined up the re-cut picture and it’s guide audio track against the start of the

original one, we scan the video thumbnails and
waveforms looking for disparities. Once a change
is found, how can we tell if it’s a cut in the original
or new material inserted, which itself may have
been relocated from elsewhere in the original? The
short answer is by hours of diligent cutting and
pasting in order to preserve our carefully crafted
work. Surely there must be a way to automate
this painful process and thankfully a couple of our
antipodean film audio post production brothers
have developed some tools to help us.
Re-conforming with EDLs — You might
imagine that these tools would involve a
unified, perhaps cloud-based, solution for a fast,
collaborative picture to sound post production
workflow. I’m afraid not. As one of the standard
formats we use to transfer digital media, OMF,
is nearly a quarter century old and it’s sibling,
AAF, barely ten years younger, it will come as
no surprise that the solution lies with picture Edit
Decision Lists. Even though simple text file EDLs
predate your humble writer — therein lies our
salvation. If we compare an EDL of a re-cut with
an EDL of the original then we should be able to
arrive at an accurate and efficient list of changes
which can in turn be automatically executed upon
our original timeline. That’s the theory, at least.
EdiLoad — First I’d like to look at one of
the most fully featured EDL toolkit applications,
EdiLoad, in order to better understand what’s involved in re-conforming with
EDLs. EdiLoad is just one of a suite of cross platform apps developed by film
and TV sound editor Mark Franken of Sounds In Sync. Some may have come
across his EdiTrace website which I remember uploading EDLs to for a Channel
4 Dispatches. The programme was repeatedly re-cut so close to transmission
that, after the final layback we didn’t even have time to rewind the tape before
biking it off to be transmitted. When the programme aired, barely minutes later,
we were relived that is was both with sound and in sync at that. Mark has since
pulled the plug on EdiTrace and incorporated the algorithms it used into EdiLoad
v3. ‘There’s no magic one way to re-conform a project,’ Mark told me, ‘It can
depend on what the content is, and how much time you have to fix the re-cut.
Either way, re-conforming is always going to set you back, but understanding
the various approaches and what is required before you need to do a re-conform
will always help.’
Importing EDLs — Buggy EDLs are common: I’ve come across a few just in
the course of writing this article, and on importing them, EdiLoad will alert you
to potential problems. As these are ultimately just moderately intelligible text
files they may often be easily amended. EdiLoad extracts the reel, episode, spool,
part and version number. For a simple re-conform this might seem like overkill
but consider a multi-episode timeline that has suffered repeated re-cutting and
this level of discrimination becomes vital.
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Compare EDLs — EDLs with inconsistent roll, clip and VFX shot naming
can scupper a re-conform. If necessary, rules for name matching can be defined
to trace shots between EDLs. Your EDLs will list every single shot as a new
event but one hopes most sequences will pass from one cut to the next largely
unaltered and any that are found to be unchanged may then be treated as a
single group. Healing options determine how this grouping occurs and can
be tricky. Sometimes it is appropriate to heal over a gap although the most
aggressive healing also runs the risk of obscuring new shots. EdiLoad produces
a visual representation of the changes in the form of two timelines where one
can see a sequence’s location before and after the re-conform. You have the
option to export this as a change EDL, which can then be executed directly by
some DAWs such as Pyramix and Nuendo. EdiLoad can also re-conform an
open Pro Tools session.
Pro Tools session re-conform — This is where it all gets a bit Heath
Robinson. With the appropriate Pro Tools session and EdiLoad change list both
open, the re-conform command is issued. One is presented with a long list of
pre-flight Pro Tools settings to verify, the original timeline is offset and finally
one is warned not to touch the keyboard or mouse during the re-conform
process. Working at a leisurely pace invisible hands re-cut your session before
your very eyes,. The temptation to write a few words to describe this magical
process quickly resulted in the re-conform edit keystrokes being applied to this
very article. Mainly cutting and probably wisely.
EdiLoad on a Mac can populate the timeline with markers at sync points
so one can easily check the re-conform process has completed satisfactorily
and tidy up new edits. It is also possible to reverse the re-conform process and
export edit changes from a Pro Tools session to a change EDL that could then be

sent back to a picture editor, for example. In fact, EdiLoad can
perform many more tasks, like location audio conforming, but
all beyond the scope of this article. ‘To me re-conforming isn’t
just about updating your sound edits to an updated picture but
also the ADR cues and notes that go along with it,’ says Mark,
whose other apps cover these areas. ‘On fast-turnaround jobs
it can be really important to be able to update this information
efficiently.’
Conformalizer — Developed by equally nice fellow
antipodean film sound chap, Justin Webster of The Cargo Cult,
Conformalizer is a Mac only EDL toolkit and comparison app
for re-conforming Pro Tools sessions. Having devoted many
words to explaining the re-conform process using EdiLoad
I feel guilty to not now do the same for Conformalizer. But
it largely does the same job and I’ve only space left to list
the primary differences (sorry Justin!). Once a change EDL
has been generated, Conformalizer has excellent methods for
validating changes. By importing both old and new picture files
one can step through each event in the change list and check
the pictures match. If the two pictures are superimposed and
the visual equivalent of phase inversion is employed on one of
them, then they should cancel each other out. Any difference
between them becomes very apparent even if they’re just a
frame out of sync. One can very easily spot updated graphics
shots by this same method.
The re-conform can be tweaked pre-flight by “pulling out the handles” on
either end of an edit where gaps would otherwise be created. This could be used
to retain audio, along with its automation, where the original will suffice for a
new cutaway, for example. In addition to adding markers, Conformalizer can
also perform a two frame automation glide to avoid glitches as it snaps across
new edits. Unfortunately change EDLs can only be exported to a format of
Justin’s own design and so cannot be deployed elsewhere.
Nuendo 7 — Two major DAWs already have a built-in re-conform facility.
Starting with version 7, Steinberg Nuendo has a toolset which functions like a
cut down variant of Conformalizer. Again, rather than describe the minutiae of
it’s reconform process I’ll just highlight the functional differences.
Multiple EDLs may be imported and, whilst there is no debugging as
such, I had no problems ingesting my buggy test EDLs. Re-conform range
can be restricted, for example, to one episode in a multi-episode project.
Tracking renamed shots is limited to three matching rules and automatic B-roll
renaming. Heal options can be set both globally and event specifically. Audio
that extends beyond re-cut shots may be automatically carried with them and
also individually extended to cover gaps between adjacent events. Simpler
than Conformalizer’s picture match but still very effective, Nuendo provides a
video comparison preview. Different types of event markers can be generated
where audio or automation has been affected and, although it doesn’t extend
to Conformalizer’s gliding cleanup, Nuendo will mark instances of dissolves or
wipes which could speed up adding corresponding crossfades. Finally, one can
export a change EDL which I have successfully applied elsewhere.
Pyramix — In 2004 Mark Franken collaborated with Merging to provide
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two built-in re-conform processes within Pyramix. “Detect Picture Change &
Reconform” aims to find the difference between two tracks and then apply the
changes found to one or more audio or vision tracks. “Load Change EDL &
Reconform” requires a pre-existing change EDL to do the same thing and whilst
this function works perfectly well, you have no control over healing and the
like. I’ve used Pyramix for nearly a decade now and I must confess I’ve never
got the detect-change re-conform process to work from EDLs. If you manually
re-cut a duplicated guide track or import an original and a re-cut one, it will
detect changes and re-conform successfully. There are a few EDL import options,
and I’ve exhausted each permutation of them with all my test material but then,
even with eMerging’s unflagging support, I have failed to get Pyramix v9 to
satisfactorily re-conform a project this way. eMerging assure me that this process
does work with Premiere EDLs and Pyramix v10 but, as almost all telly is cut on
Media Composer, this isn’t a working solution for me personally.

Other EDL tools — As re-cuts
become an ever increasing part of the
broadcast workflow a few manual
re-conforms might have you reaching
out for one of these EDL tools. But,
unless you’re exclusively working with
Pro Tools on a Mac, which you choose
will be dictated by your DAW and
platform rather than their relative merits.
For Pro Tools, trial licenses are available
for both EdiLoad and Conformalizer. I
must give an honourable mention to
Virtual Katy, Reconformer and Titan 4
too but they are older and/or more expensive re-conformers for Pro Tools. If you’re
on Nuendo 6 or earlier then, obviously, just upgrade. Pyramix users may need
another app to generate change EDLs though that could even be Nuendo! An app
called Vordio has a re-conform feature for Reaper audio projects but this is beyond
the scope of this article. If you’re using any other DAW then I’m afraid I haven’t
come across other re-conform tools.
A note on EDL formats — What should you be asking your picture editors
for? Ideally a change EDL but ‘editors won’t know what a change EDL is,’ says
Mark Franken. ‘It can be hard enough getting them to supply picture EDLs when
they think you need a sound EDL as you’re a sound editor!’ Formats to ask for
are CMX, file16 or file32. The latter is preferred as it has scope for longer names
which can be easier to match.
If possible ask for the following spec;
• Sort Mode: A (Record In). Most default to creating B-Rolls, which we don’t want.
• Reel ID Type: Tape,
• Dupe List Type: None,
• Show: Clip Names — checked,
• Optimisation: Dissolves as Cuts and Wipes as Cuts
Finally, whilst Avid, Premiere and FCP 7 shouldn’t pose any problems, FCP-X
introduced an entirely redesigned XML file format and these will require yet
another app, such as EDL-X, to generate CMX EDLs.
Prices: EdiLoad, £510 or £140 for 31 day rental; Conformalizer, £380;
Steinberg Nuendo 7, £1331 inc VAT, upgrades from earlier versions from £110
inc VAT; and Merging Pyramix 10, from £512 ex VAT. n

++ 100% Pure Analog technology
++ Incomparable Stereo Image
++ TRUE Flat Response
++ Phase COMPENSATED
++ Individually Calibrated
++ Handmade in Switzerland
++ 5 years warranty

www.psiaudio.com
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Products

Equipment introductions and announcements.

Genelec SAM monitors, AoIP
Genelec will showcase both a range of
Smart Active Monitors as well as the
industry first AoIP (Audio over Internet
Protocol) based monitor. Genelec
believes that the 8430 will become a
useful tool in IP networked audio systems
in music studios, post-production houses,
digital edit suites, radio, TV and outside
broadcasting applications. The 8430A
Ethernet audio streaming capability is compliant with AES67 and
Ravenna industry standards and supports all the standard audio
sample rates. With its Genelec Class D amplifier technology and
universal mains voltage the 8430 fulfils all the stringent quality
requirements of modern IP streaming applications. As a member
of the SAM Series, the 8430 uses the Genelec Loudspeaker
Manager (GLM 2.0) control network and software which allows
adjustments of all aspects of monitor settings and full system
control. As a central part of GLM, Genelec AutoCal automatically
ensures every monitor on the network is aligned for level, timing,
as well as compensation of room response anomalies, to create an
optimised and controlled monitoring environment.
www.genelec.com
Stand 8.D61

Yamaha Broadcast and Post
Yamaha’s presence
at September’s IBC
2016 exhibition
concentrates on
the flexibility of
i t ’s b ro a d c as t
and post-production products, which offer high-specification
solutions for facilities of all sizes. Exhibiting on Stand 8.A69 at IBC
2016, the products on show will include mixing consoles ranging
from the flagship RIVAGE PM10 through to the compact TF series,
which delivers state-of-the-art Yamaha digital audio technology
in a highly cost-effective format. The broadcast functionality of
Yamaha’s CL and QL series mixers will also be on demonstration,
as will the Nuage post-production system and AES67 support
from Yamaha’s Dante devices. Yamaha CL/QL consoles and DXR

series loudspeakers will feature in seminars and demonstrations
in a number of the exhibition’s breakout rooms. IBC 2016 will
also provide the first opportunity to see a couple of brand new
additions to the Yamaha portfolio.
www.yamahaproaudio.com
Stand 8.A69

Stage Tec Nexus, Auris and Platinum DSP

which is already a favourite for broadcast and live sound, and
the CEDAR Studio suite of plug-ins for film and TV post. Also on
display will be the flagship CEDAR Cambridge workstation, which
is the tool of choice for the most demanding audio restoration
requirements.
www.cedaraudio.com
Stand 8.d98

Stage Tec is showcasing
routing system NEXUS
and the professional
mixing consoles AURUS
Platinum, CRESCENDO
Platinum, plus their
IP-based mixing
console system for broadcasters ON AIR flex. The new intelligent
XFOC fibre optic board for NEXUS extends connectivity completely
independent of the Base Device’s routing and adds IP tunnelling
features. XFOC adds 2000x2000 audio routing to every NEXUS
base device. The 512 channel fibre ports and the 8000x8000
routing of the XRT enables mesh, ring and star audio network
configuration to meet the ever more complex audio routing and
distribution requirements of current broadcast systems. Platinum
DSP more than doubles the mixing capacity of both Stage Tec’s
new and existing AURUS and CRESCENDO mixing consoles and
adds close to 3 seconds of audio delay per channel, to facilitate
the correction of lip sync, for example. The new DSP is even more
competitively priced than the previous model.
www.stagetec.com
Stand 8.C80

Calrec Brio Console, RP1

Solid State Logic System T

The Brio is cited as the
most power ful and
compac t broadcas t
audio console in its
class and is the smallest
desk in Calrec’s Bluefin2
family. Alongside the
Apollo, Artemis and
Summa consoles, Hydra2 network and RP1 Remote Production
core, Calrec provides a complete range of options across multiple
operating protocols. Calrec’s new RP1 (Resolution v15.3) remote
production engine is a 2U core that contains integrated, FPGAbased DSP, which enables a console surface at another facility
to control all mixing functionality. The RP1 core manages all
the processing for IFB
routing and remote
monitor mixes, and it
does so locally with no
latency. This level of integration and remote control allows any
remote mix engineer to set up IFB mixes and minimises latency
for remote listeners or presenters.
www.calrec.com
Stand 8.C61s

At IBC 2016, SSL will be showing
it s new f ully- net worke d
production environment,
System T, as well as its range
of networked IO units, SSL
Live and the C10 compact
broadcast console. System T is a new fully networked broadcast
audio production environment (see review this issue). Routing
and I/O is Dante based with System T featuring the first consoles to
use the new Dante HC (High Channel) connectivity. Antony David,
Managing Director of Solid State Logic commented: ‘System
T is a technology at the beginning of its life a comprehensive
and forward-thinking approach to broadcast audio production
that enables broadcasters to plan for the future and adapt in the
future.’ The Tempest processor core is the heart of the System
T mix engine and uses SSL’s patented Optimal Core Processing
for real-time, 64-bit CPU-based, floating point mixing and
processing. A range of System T control interfaces can also be
connected anywhere on the Network and incorporate multitouch and gesture-driven screen technology, hardware control
and intelligent, intuitive workflow.
www.solidstatelogic.com
Stand 8.B59

CEDAR Audio DNS2, DNS8
Noise reduction specialists CEDAR
Audio launched the DNS 2 dialogue
noise suppressor earlier this year and
say it has been a huge success, being
seen on the sets of major movies and
TV productions within days of release. Alongside this, CEDAR
will be demonstrating the DNS 8 Live dialogue noise suppressor,

BCM10/2 MK2
New Class A Legend
www. ams-neve.com
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DPA

Jünger Audio Promotes Smart Audio

Trinnov Optimizer, D-mon

‘For many years and all over
the world, DPA has been
the preferred choice for
broadcasters demanding
the highest sound quality
from microphones with a
very small footprint,’ states
DPA’s newly appointed
product manager, René
Mørch. ‘Although large
crews on site are often now replaced by just one or two people,
that point of view hasn’t changed; indeed, quite the opposite, as
journalists focusing on the story want to bring very high quality
live or recorded content to the table.’ DPA has many types of
microphones that cover broadcast requirements, ranging from
the tiny body-worn d:screet miniature microphone series lavalier
microphones to the d:fine headset microphones which get up
close to the sound source to ensure speech-intelligibility. Some
variants now come complete with integrated in-ear monitors.
There are many choices for booming applications, including
lightweight shotgun mics from the d:dicate recording microphone
series. Other broadcast offerings include the d:facto interview
microphone and the mobile d:mension surround solution. All
of these microphones will be available to demo at the IBC show.
www.dpamicrophones.com
Stand 8.D70

Jünger Audio will
be demonstrating
its Smart Audio
concept at IBC
2016. Smart Audio
allows broadcasters to embrace efficient and automated audio
production by investing in simple, reliable and predictable
equipment that can automatically deliver high quality audio
content. The concept has been adopted by broadcasters, including
Input Media in London and the ARD Tagesschau television primetime news service in Germany. ‘In a world where resources are tight
… The only way to ensure that viewers receive a consistent, clear
audio experience is to utilize a chain of intelligent and adaptive
real time processing algorithms working together,’ says Jünger
Audio’s CEO Peter Poers. With intelligent and adaptive processing
algorithms, the introduction of Smart Audio allows broadcasters
to choose devices that are fully interoperable with others in the
broadcast environment and can seamlessly integrate with both
playout automation systems and logging/monitoring processes.
Jünger Audio will be showing its full range of D*AP products that
can deliver a Smart Audio experience via integrated adaptive
processing algorithms. They also employ the industry standard
Ember+ remote protocol that allows seamless integration with
an increasingly wide range of compatible equipment. Jünger
Audio’s D*AP range includes: the D*AP8 MAP EDITION surround
monitoring audio processor; the D*AP8 CODEC EDITION processor
that provides a viable replacement for any discontinued legacy
Dolby hardware processors; and the D*AP4 VAP EDITION two
channel voice audio processor and the flagship D*AP8 TAP EDITION
television audio processor.
www.jungeraudio.com
Stand 10.A49

The Trinnov
Optimizer
tunes up
acoustically
from 4 up to
64 speakers
to any mixing room. The Optimizer includes a professional
acoustic and speaker measurement system that handles true
multipoint analysis. A detailed acoustic report is generated
and displayed in a flexible interface that helps users highlight
relevant information.The D-Mon Advanced Monitoring Controller
offers an intuitive web & hardware interfaces to any connected
device like Avid consoles, Eucon/MIDI controllers, computers and
smartphones. The Smart-Meter is a comprehensive Loudness
Metering System that follows session Time Code, continuously
providing consistent EBU-R128 compliant values, whether the
operator jogs, shuttles or rewinds through the project.
www.trinnov.com
Stand 8.A86

Sennheiser 3D AMBEO VR Microphone

‘3D audio is the new frontier of excellence, set to
transform the listening experience for users across
a broad range of applications, from virtual reality
gaming to audio recording and broadcasting,’
announced co-CEOs Daniel Sennheiser and
PSI Audio
Dr. Andreas Sennheiser. Sennheiser has been
PSI Audio’s range of active 2-way and
undertaking original 9.1 recordings since 2010.
3-way studio monitors are designed
Their upcoming “You Say You Want a Revolution?
and handmade in Switzerland. The
Records and Rebels 1966–1970” exhibition at the
R&B (Router & Bass Management
V&A museum London, will open its doors to the
System) allows total control over a
public in September 2016 and will include two
set of speakers and sub, configured
new AMBEO 3D audio installations that will fully
in stereo and/or surround. PSI Audio
immerse visitors in the music and spirit of that
engineers have recently developed the
era. The Sennheiser virtual reality microphone
Active Velocity Acoustic Absorber (AVAA). This patented device is
has been designed with VR content producers,
claimed to absorb low frequencies up to 25 times more efficiently
including VR production company Visualise, the AMBEO VR mic
than normal materials.
will launch in late 2016.
www.psiaudio.com
www.sennheiser.com
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Recording & Production Solutions

Atlas

Multi-channel USB interface with MIDI

• Complete software solutions available for recording,
editing, mastering and post production
• New SADiE 6.1 updates include WAV mastering
• Low latency recording solutions
• Intuitive user interface for fast and simple workflow

Multi-channel USB interface

offer valid until 31st October 2016

Riedel Communications introduce the new ESP-2324 Expansion
Smartpanel for the company’s award-winning RSP-2318
Smartpanel, this is a multifunctional user interface with features
and capabilities that are changing the way broadcasters and A/V
professionals communicate.
When connected to an RSP-2318 Smartpanel, the compact
expansion keypanel provides an additional 24 keys and four highresolution multitouch colour displays that are designed to be easy
to read even at wide angles and in bright sunlight. The addition of
just one ESP-2324 to the RSP-2318 Smartpanel gives users a total
of 42 keys and seven displays in just 2U height, the highest density
on the intercom market. As many as four ESP-2324 Expansion
Smartpanels are supported by Riedel’s RSP-2318 intercom app,
therefore users have the ability to extend their Smartpanel
configurations to include up to as many as 19 displays and 114
keys. ‘Our Smartpanel user interface is designed to enable a new
degree of flexibility in building the communications solutions
that professional production and broadcast operations require
and the new ESP-2324 Expansion Smartpanel very simply adds
further versatility and scalability to this system,’ said Jake Dodson,
director of product management at Riedel Communications.
www.riedel.net
Stands 0.B02, 10.A31

Hardware & Software Solutions

Titan

Buy an Atlas or Titan and receive a FREE MDIO PTHDX card!

Riedel ESP-2324 Expansion Smartpanel

Free 30 day trial of SADiE visit our website to download now!

• Flexible transparent interfacing allow ultimate audio capture
• Various I/O options including the New PTHDX expansions cards for
Titan and Atlas
• Low latency mixer for tracking and overdubbing
• Unbeatable clock stability ensuring consistent high quality audio

SADiE LRX-2

Flexible location recorder

SADiE H-Series

Multi-channel Audio Workstations

www.twitter.com/prismsound • www.instagram.com/prismsoundrecording • www.facebook.com/prismsoundrecording
sales@prismsound.com / sales@sadie.com • www.prismsound.com / www.sadie.com • UK +44 (0)1353 648888 • USA +1 973 983 9577
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Nugen AMB Batch File Processing
NUGEN Audio will introduce
AMB, its new audio batch file
processing solution. There
will also be version 9.1 of the
company’s Halo Upmix plug-in
for upmixing stereo audio to
surround available to view. ‘We
developed AMB in response to
customer demand for increased
flexibility, more processing power
and scalable access to expanded
capabilities,’ Jon Schorah, Founder and Creative Director,
NUGEN Audio says, ‘With AMB, our customers will have access
to a broader array of NUGEN Audio’s award-winning processor
technologies, all designed to radically speed up workflows. We
encourage IBC attendees to visit HHB’s booth and hear more
about our integrated services as a key provider of batch file audioprocessing solutions.’
www.nugenaudio.com
Stand 8.D56

JoeCo Limited Live Recorders

JoeCo design and manufacture Multi-Channel Professional
Audio Recorders and Audio Interfaces. The BlackBox Recorder
range is used extensively for capturing Reality TV and production
soundtracks, Sports, OB and live music events. The systems
were developed to solve the inherent problems of working
with computer-based systems in a live environment, providing
engineers with a computer-free, high-quality solution for live
multi-channel audio capture. The new BlueBox Audio Interface
Recorder range adds facilities for use with laptops for backup
recordings. Broadcast WAV files are used as standard for
maximum compatibility. There are currently two models in
the BlueBox range, the BBWR24MP and the BBWR08MP, the
former provides 24 channels of switchable mic/line inputs and
the latter provides 8 channels of mic line input and 16 channels
of dedicated balanced line inputs. Unused channels and features
can be disabled in order to preserve battery life on location. The
unit is fully controllable via JoeCoControl workstation itself or via
JoeCoRemote for iPad.
www.joeco.co.uk
Stand 8.E97

Glensound

Merging MassCore Audio Engine

UK custom designer of audio products for broadcast Glensound
celebrates its 50th anniversary this year. The 2 commentator
Express IP, the belt pack commentary VITA, the comprehensive
INFERNO commentary, the 4W GS-FW012 ip are all new front end
units. Dante interfaces are also to be on show, the 4x4 AoIP44, the
DARK88, the DARK1616 and the new DARK1616M with remote mic
amps. The broadcast mobile phone range includes a number of
mobile and studio based HD Voice options. All of the commentary
unit product options will be on display, plus a range of desktop,
belt pack and rack mount 4W systems are available. Glensound
will be displaying systems for telephone balancing systems,
including a digital hybrid. Other products include microphone
and headphone amps, Signature Series, mixers, distribution
amps, metering, tone idents, audio snakes and USB audio.
www.glensound.co.uk
Stand 8.E72

DK-Technologies Modular meter system
Metering specialists
DK-Technologies will be
showing its new common
scalable platform, the
DK T7M++, which lets
you customise your own
Loudness Meter. Whether
that includes Waveform
Monitoring or FFT analyser is up to the user. This year DK has
several new products for IBC including the MSD100C T7, an
updated version of the classic MSD100C that has been upgraded
with the same high end touch screen as the DK T7. There is also
the PT0T7-LS, a 19’ 3U rack-mountable version of the DK T7 with
added loudspeakers. At the stand there will be demonstrations
of some new features to the DK T7 family: rotating the meter to
Portrait Mode, support for the MADI and Ravenna protocols and
Ember+ support for controlling the meter from a mixing console.
A camera setup together with a smartphone app will showcase
the possibilities of detecting if audio and video are out-of-sync,
with LipSync for the DK T7. Visitors can try out the workflow
enhancement tool, Loudness Automation and PC software for
loudness logging and setting up your meter.
www.dk-technologies.com
Stand 8.E60

DirectOut GmbH MADI connectivity

HHB Top Brands
The HHB Communications
Ltd. exhibition stand
will host a range of
brands including RøDE
Microphones, TC Electronic,
Wohler, iOgrapher, Mogami,
NUGEN Audio and Zoom.
HHB will display Wohler’s
new VoIP- and AoIP-capable
iAM Series with support for SMPTE 2022. Plus, a new AES67,
Dante and Ravenna option for the AMP2-16V along with two
new ultra-cost-effective audio monitoring units, AMP1-2SDA
and AMP1-8-M.
NUGEN Audio (also exhibiting at 8.D56) will introduce its new
audio batch file processing solution, AMB and upgrades to the
Halo Upmix plugin. HHB’s booth will also host TC Electronic’s
desktop loudness meter, Clarity M. A comprehensive selection
of RØDE broadcast microphones will be on demonstration,
alongside Zoom’s array of recording devices and the iOgrapher
line of filmmaking cases for iOS devices.
www.hhb.co.uk
Stand 8.D56
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DirectOut GmbH
specialises in developing
essential pro audio
connectivity, networking
and bridging solutions
for broadcast, studio,
live and installed sound
applications. DirectOut’s
product range offers solutions that build bridges between
different audio worlds and make systems and formats more
flexible: audio formats supported include MADI, AES67 and
RAVENNA. The company was founded in 2008 by a team of
professional sound engineers headed up by Stephan Flock,
an award-winning classical music sound engineer with over
20 years’ experience in digital audio signal processing design.
The company is focused on real-world demands and problem
solving since all members of the DirectOut development team
are still active professional sound engineers. Headquartered
in Mittweida, Germany, DirectOut products are distributed
worldwide.
www.directout.eu
Stand 8.E85
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Swiss manufacturer Merging Technologies will be showcasing
their MassCore Audio Engine which “hides” one or more cores
in a multiple CPU computer and then creates a “pipe” directly
between the software and those hidden cores to essentially
create an Intel-powered DSP based system. Products on display
will include the award winning RAVENNA/AES67 Networked
Audio Converters. Although RAVENNA is the main focus
of Merging’s Audio over IP developments and with many
hundreds of systems in daily use, the importance of a common
interoperability standard that embraces a rapidly increasing
number of leading broadcast manufacturers, is fully recognised.
Other products include networked audio units Horus and Hapi,
Pyramix10.1 Virtual Studio DAW, the 4K version of VCubeHD
Video Tools and the new Ovation 6.1 Audio and Event Sequencer.
Pyramix and Ovation now feature the new flexible 3D Panner.
Merging will be sharing the stand with other like-minded Swiss
audio companies, PSI Audio, Nagra Audio and Sonosax.
www.merging.com
Stand 8.E96

RTW CLC, SurroundControl

RTW will be showcasing its full range of monitoring and metering
software and hardware devices, as well as a few new product
updates. RTW’s new audio processor hardware, APRO-CLC01 for
Continuous Loudness Control (CLC), will be shown for the first
time in Amsterdam. APRO-CLC01 provides the first OEM hardware
for the CLC algorithm that RTW developed in co-operation with
the German Institut für Rundfunktechnik (IRT). The CLC signal
processing algorithm allows users to constantly control and
regulate to a given program-loudness value and definable
loudness range with minimal obstacles for unknown, live
content. RTW will also showcase its TouchMonitor instruments
and SurroundControl series at IBC 2016. The meters were created
to help comply with all major industry loudness standards. The
SurroundControl 31900 and 31960 series products are designed
for controlling, analysing and monitoring stereo, surround sound
and multi-channel programs.
www.rtw.com
Stand 8.D89

Omnia Audio Z/IPStream

Radio processing developers Omnia Audio will be showing a
selection of products including Hardware and software FM
processors and streaming solutions. Z/IPStream X/2 is the thirdgeneration streaming software from the Telos Alliance, a new
combined audio processing/streaming platform designed
for broadcasters who recognise that streaming audio quality
and reliability are just as important as terrestrial transmission.
Z/IPStream X/2 allows the user to fine tune their streams for
clean audio output irrespective of the bitrate, codec, or delivery
platform. With Adaptive Streaming, the connection between
streaming server and listener is automatically managed,
dynamically adjusting bitrate and audio quality to maintain a
solid connection with the best possible audio. Omnia is part of
the Telos Alliance, inventors of AoIP for broadcast and champions
of the AES67 standard through the Media Networking Alliance.
www.telosalliance.com
Stand 8.D47
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Sound Devices H.264 for PIX-E
Video Devices, a brand of
video products developed
by Sound Devices, LLC ,
will debut new recording
capabilities for its popular
PIX-E Series of 4K-compatible
recording monitors. PIX-LR
audio interface provides PIX-Es with XLR I/O, Sound Devices mic
preamps and “unclippable” limiters. PIX-E is a Series of 5-inch and
7-inch monitors which are perfect companions for DSLRs or larger
cinema-style cameras. The PIX-E Series of monitors will be on
display, along with functionality additions of the H.264 codec and
the capability of simultaneously recording a high-quality, editready Apple ProRes file and a more compact H.264 MP4 file. These
new features are available as a free download for PIX-E owners.
While recording 4K in ProRes, the PIX-E will automatically scale
the 4K to 1080p for recording H.264, reducing its file size even
further. Both recordings also include audio up to eight channels
with ProRes and two channels with H.264. ‘We are excited to
display our H.264 capabilities at this year’s IBC,’ says Paul Isaacs,
Director of Product Management and Design, Sound Devices,
LLC. ‘The new H.264 codec and simultaneous ProRes and H.264
recording, gives our customers sought after file delivery options.
At the end of a shoot, the delivery process becomes more efficient
as the H.264 content can be handed off on a low-cost SD card to a
producer or director. This gives them something quick and easy to
review on a computer or tablet, at their convenience.’
www.videodevices.com
Stand 8.B59

Digigram QOYA and Live end-to-end
As well as audioo v e r- I P ( A o I P )
sound cards for IP
studio migration
and IP middleware licensing for smart AoIP streaming, processing
and encoding systems, Digigram will also showcase its new
AQORD 4K Ultra HD (UHD) HEVC end-to-end video-over-IP
solution. Digigram is making its IQOYA audio-over-IP (AoIP)
technology accessible as middleware to ecosystem partners for
creation of their own live streaming, processing and encoding
systems. In introducing its unique IQOYA *VIP engine, Digigram
allows OEM partners to focus on providing their own value-added
applications. The QOYA *VIP engine from Digigram features
native high-performance AES67, MPEG-TS and ACIP audioover-IP streaming formats, top-of-the-range MPEG, AAC, OPUS
and apt-X encoding/decoding, as well as accurate PTP clock

September 2016

synchronization.
Digigram is among
the first companies to
introduce a complete
4K/UHD hardwarebased contribution
link that includes
both the encoder and the decoder with the compact form
factor and ultra-low power consumption required in the OB-van
environment. Utilising HEVC/H.265 to enable cost-effective
contribution of the high-resolution (up to 4Kp60, 4.2.2, 10-bit,
120 Mbps) video increasingly used for premium-quality live
event production, the AQORD 4K Ultra HD (UHD) HEVC encoder/
decoder allows broadcasters to build an end-to-end live 4K-UHD
or multiple-HD contribution link with a single pair of hardwarebased, OB-van-compatible video-over-IP codecs, requiring half
as much bandwidth as legacy H.264 systems.
www.digigram.com
Stand 8.C51

LAWO R3LAY and V_matrix
Lawo introduced R3LAY
V ir tual Radio Mixer
software at NAB 2016 and
won a “Best Of Show”
award for introducing
broadcasters to
the advantages of
virtualizing radio studio
t e c h n o l o g y. R 3 L AY
is designed to make
maximum use of today’s powerful laptop and desktop PCs. ‘The
moment they realised that not just mixing, but other hardware
like audio processors, phone systems, codecs and more could
be replaced with software that all runs on a single PC, they
began thinking of ways to simplify studios and cut costs using
virtualization,’ comments Lawo Radio marketing specialist Clark
Novak. LAWO are also showing V_matrix, a new IP broadcast
video core infrastructure which aims to transform broadcast
installations into flexible, future-proof production facilities.
The V_matrix ecosystem is based on generic high capacity core
processing blades, upon which Virtual Modules are loaded to
create the functionality required. Multiple cores are connected
to a high-capacity COTS switch with redundant 10GE and 40GE
connections to form a distributed IP routing and processing
matrix with frame-accurate, clean switching just like a legacy
baseband matrix.
www.r3lay.com • www.lawo.com
Stand 8.B50
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Timecode Systems Syncbac and B:link
The company returns
to Amsterdam with a
completely refreshed
range of new and
upgraded wireless
timecode and
metadata hardware
and a brand-new,
free web-based
production dashboard and device control app. SyncBac PRO,
Timecode Systems’ new timecode sync accessory for GoPro will
be demonstrated at the booth and available to buy through
international dealers. SyncBac PRO is a clip-on, wireless,
embedded timecode sync solution for GoPro’s HERO4 Black and
Silver action cameras. In a new firmware upgrade, Timecode
Systems has added remote device control functionality for
its :pulse and :wave products. Powered and enabled by the
company’s B:LINK RF protocol, the free B:LINK Hub app is a webbased solution enabling Timecode Systems’ users to start, stop,
monitor and control multiple compatible camera and audio
devices remotely and centrally from their smartphones, tablets,
or desktop screens.
www.timecodesystems.com • www.syncbac.com
Stand 11.B30

Wisycom
The designer and builder of industrystandard RF solutions for broadcast
and live production will showcase its
newest true diversity IEM receiver,
the MPR50-IEM. This addition to
Wisycom’s range of products was
specially designed for professional
in-ear monitoring applications. An
interesting addition is the new ENS
compander, which ups sound quality
for live music and broadcasts by
significantly increasing the quality of
audio transmission during the transfer
of complex data, such as high dynamic
audio inputs. Also on display at this
year’s exhibition will be the company’s
MTP41S Pocket Wireless Transmitter, a
small and lightweight solution created with professional wireless
microphone users in mind.
www.wisycom.com
Stand 8.D78
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